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INTRODUCTION

Differential algebras have been known for a long time to be mathematical tools

appropriate to field theory [cf., e.g., [1]]. Classically, the de Rham algebra of

differential forms on the space time manifold is favoured. More exotic differential

algebras made their appearance some fifteen years ago, in the context of

perturbatively quantized gauge theories and by now belong to the standard equipment

of field theorists as either necessary or only convenient tools, to deal with gauge

theories of rather general types. It is easier to talk about these things now than ten

of fifteen years ago because many people are not so allergic anymore to the

mathematics of the fifties as they used to be. Preparing these notes served as an

opportunity to recollect some memories and dig out some documents which were not

widely circulated. I have not attempted at any completeness, not only because it is

very difficult, possibly impossible, given the abundance of literature on the subject,

but also because of personal prejudices which I shall try to justify.

The exotic example at the start of this industry has to do with the S lavrW 3 !

symmetry of the Faddeev Popovl2! gauge fixed Yang Mills theory whose main

property is to manifestly maintain locality throughout the renormalization

procedure. This example has served as a prototype for a number of extensions.

Among the best developed and most remarkable is the analysis of constrained

Hamiltonian systems developed by the Lebedev group!4!. I will not touch this body of

knowledge, because, in spite of its recent popularity in string theory, it fails to

accomodate simultaneously the locality of field theory and geometry, which the

original Lagrangian version allows to do. It has however the advantage to allow for a

Hilbert space framework. Actually the operator Q, as well as Q, popular in string

theory!5) and related to the conformai structure of the theory, and which bear some

formal similarity to that of the Lebedev construction!4] in the particular case where

the constraints generate a Lie algebra, is nothing else than the coboundary operator

for the cohomology of the Virasoro algebra via a formula due to J.L. Koszult6!. At the

Lagrangian level, solving specific examples shows that a general solution is missing

for what may be called the auxiliary field problem*) . Unfortunately most known

examples result into more or less trivial extensions of the cohomology algebra of

some (gauge) Lie algebra. Even there, the auxiliary field problem has only been

solved in particular cases e.g. in N=1 supergravities where the solution is not

unique!28!. The standard way out!10H14 It29 I is to introduce external fields, but the

correct definition of physical observables is even more conjectural. Apart from

*) i.e. can a non integrable situation be viewed as a restriction of an integrable one.
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these classes of examples two others are instructing by themselves : the Torino group

manifold approach!7! which grounds the construction of geometrical theories (e.g.

supergravities) on generalized Weyl algebras; the other prototype example is that of

quantized p-differential forms!8!. Much of the present activity is concerned with

applications to string theory, first and second quantized. I trust this area will be

covered by other speakers at this conference. I will therefore limit myself to a

discussion of the principles which may be abstracted from the examples I know best.

Section Il will recall the situation in the Yang Mills theories and expound a

parallel treatment of the first quantized bosonic string.

Section III is devoted to a sketchy account of a nice by-product : the algebraic

description of anomalies.

Section IV poses a general class of problems suggested by the examples of

Section 2.

II. YANG MILLS THEORIES AND FIRST QUANTIZED STRINGS

1. Yang Mills Theories

Let us recall that the Faddeev Popov gauge fixed action, in a Feynman like

gauge, reads:

S(a,û),3) = Sinv(a) + S.f ; Sfff = -=- {g,g } + (ZoM to) d4x,
inv > gi ' gi I L 2 J

M4 ( 1 )

where a is the Yang Mills field

a = I a"(x) d / e ,
n=o...3 ^

(2)

e a : a basis of Lie Q1 the Lie algebra of the compact group Q, with commutation

relations
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F(a) = da + y [a,a] = y I F <hf A dxv

nv
a j \i , v

ltvdx A d x e a

a

F = d a - d a + fD a a'

( 4 )

where ( , ) is a G invariant bilinear form on Lie G g is a Lie G valued*) local

function of a (and its derivatives), { , } another quadratic form on Lie G (e.g.

a
e

a
( 5 )

is the Faddeev Popov geometrical ghost which serves as a generator of the Grassmann

algebra of the dual of Lie Q, the Lie algebra of the gauge group Q:

g = {Maps M4 -> G} ( 6 )

with the obvious pointwise composition rules. If A e Lie Q is represented by:

A =SA a(x)e. I
< ( 7 ) ;

a a
<© (x),A> = A (x). ( 8 j

M a is the variation of g under an operation of Lie Q, of parameter a, induced by:

*) This is a convenient labelling of the set of gauge functions whose number is dim G,
but it is also misleading: the geometrical nature of g need not in principle have
anything to do with Lie G. This will become apparent e.g. in the string case (section
2) .
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cô, the Faddeev Popov antighost, also a Grassmann type field is a Lagrange multiplier

which, in the present instance generates another copy of A Lie Q') . This is a

peculiarity of this example as we shall see that, in general 3 has geometrical

properties which depend on those of the gauge function.

H The full action S is found to be invariant under the Slavnov symmetry^:

Jig sa = -do) - [a,eo]

/•• SCO = - y [CÛ.CÙ]

This was derived in two steps : using a beautiful trick**) due to A.A. SlavnovPl one

first derives the Slavnov identity for, say, the connected Green functional!9); then

one recognizes that the Slavnov identity expresses the invariance of the action under

the Slavnov symmetry Eq. (1O)I10I.

In the initial version, the transformation contained an anticommuting

infinitesimal parameter which was soon gotten rid of [H] 1 a s above, considering s

as a graded derivation on the algebra of functionals of a, co, © - the total grading being

given by #co - #3 (+ form degree, if one anticipates section III).

Also note that in the form given in eq. (10) one does not have s2 = 0 because

S2S = - M (O (11 )

i.e. it is only nilpotent modulo the ghost equation of motion. This phenomenon which

creates mathematical inconveniences will be repeatedly met. Here it is easily

eliminated by the introduction of a multiplier field b, turning Sgf into

Sgf(a,û),S b) = I ba(x)^(x)dx + I S0M
1JoO dx + F (b)

(V)

*) See however the remark in the previous footnote.
**)Write the Ward identity which characterizes the breaking of gauge invariance of
the total action, only gauge transforming the gauge field, and use as an infinitesimal
gauge parameter A = M - 1 a.
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invariant under

s (oa = -ba

s ba = 0 ,
= o

( 1 2 )

so that 7(b) can be chosen as a quadratic functional reproducing the initial action

upon elimination of the b-field - whereby nilpotency of s is lost. I have always

called b the Stueckelberg multiplier because it was very similar to the ghost fielo

introduced by Stueckelberg to remedy the non renormalizability of massive QED by

passing to the Stueckelberg gauged 2 I , but this multiplier field is commonly called

the Nakanishi Lautrup field.

This algorithm can be generalized to allow the metric { , } in Eq.(1) to be

field - a - dependent at the expense of introducing an extra ghostf13!.

In order to write down properly the Slavnov identity, it is convenient to add to

the action a source term

'source
Sa + QsO)

( 1 3 )

so that

fulfills:

S g f + S s o u r c e

'8S t o tÔS t o t 8S t o tÔS t o t
+

, SA Sa SQ Sw
( 1 5 )

which "easily" passes through renormalization - modulo anomalies, cf. section III -

by substituting the vertex functional r against Stot-

Legendre transforming wr. to b*) and calling Cl the Legendre transform

yields for the Legendre transform S of S the more symmetrical identity!1 *]*)

*) Another way to construct S is to argue that the symmetry of Sjnv.+Sgf+SSource
is best expressed by adding a term J Qg, so that the resulting action, I fulfills
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SS S3 fs&
+ +—— = 0-

8A Sa SQ Sco SQ Sco
( 16 )

Whereas b has to be considered as a quantum field, Q has to be considered as a

classical field serving as a source of the gauge function (Sgf now gets a term

1/2 (g-5 , g-S) + S /W a. The Slavnov identity encodes two symmetries of the

action:

s3 = 0
sQ=/tfto = s5f ( 17 )

which is nilpotent,

sft = 0 ( 18 )

which is not.

The Slavnov operator is defined as

3 [ ht 8 SS S SS 8 Uh Uh h§ 8
O = I + + + +-= + =;

J 5,4 6a SaS^ SQSco ScoSQ SQSû SÛ8Q
( 1 9 )

and ê2 • O follows from Eq.(16). This is the important operator in perturbation

theory. The discussion of anomalies i.e. the appearance of a right hand sid9 in

Eq.(16), when S is replaced by r goes through the discussion of local functional

J(X., which fulfill the Wess Zuminol15! consistency condition - actually a

generalization thereof:

- .2
628S 82 82 82 82 52 „ Q

+ + — — = Q — ; then S = I .
5A 5a SQ SCD SQ Sg Sco 2
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modulo trivial anomalies of the form

CL .* r l o c

( 21 )

where rloc is a local functional.

The nice thing!11I[16I is that the only non trivial part of this cohomology

involves ̂ ' s which are local in a,co and fulfill

s CL (co,a) = 0 . ( 2 2 )

J CK defined modulo s rloc (a,©).

which takes us back to the conventional Wess Zumino consistency conditions^15).

Given the Slavnov identity, one can prove gauge independence and unitarity whenever

an asymptotic theory exists!10L The definition of asymptotic physical states has

been nicely algebraized by T. Kugo and I. Ojimat17], using the b-field. This goes

through the construction of the Noether current associated with the Slavnov

symmetry and the definition of the corresponding asymptotic charge Q which is

nilpotent, and commutes with the S operator if there is no anomaly. Physical states

are then defined by the cohomology of Q for zero ghost number. The Noether current

algebra is interesting in itselfI18I although it is not unique because of the occurence

of derivatives in the transformation laws.

2. The free bosonic string

The free bosonic string can be treated in a way parallel to Yang Mills theories

with a few delicacies. The invariant action is
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x = (CT.T) e I parametrizing a world sheet, X e RD, . the Euclidean metric in RD*),

g a metric on Z.

One may take two attitudes. Either one has Sjnv depend on gt19l. ThenSjnv'S

invariant under Diff I x Weyl, where Weyl transformations locally scale g. One

has to pick three gauge functions which one may choose as ths three components of g

and the full Slavnov symmetry results as a current algebra Ward identity for the

stress energy tensor coupled to g, the multiplier field being trivially eliminated in

a Landau type gauge (F(b) = 0 in eq.(1')).

Or one may have Sjnv only depend on the conformai class of gt20l and choose

the gauge fixing in such a way that the conformai structure of the theory is

manifestly exhibited!5].

Now, one knows a nice parametrization of conformai classes of metrics, in

terms of Beltrami differentials : picking a reference complex structure with local

complex analytic coordinates z,z, the conformai class is characterized by

ds2 « Idz + u.dzl2 |u.| < 1 / 2 4 \

Then, in terms of n, u., Sjnv reads

dzAdz l
" I T T^ O2- ^2X, 3,-

1 ^ M
( 25 )

C. Becchi has found that the unique choice of gauge functions which exhibits the

theory as a conformai theory is the pair u.-u? ?-Ti°**). Eliminating the multiplier

field yields the gauge fixed action:

s = s inv + S11

*) we use the euclidean version throughout although locality does not care.
**) The easiest way is to proceed via the elimination of the b field as well as of the
Weyl ghost and antighost. One may also start directly with conformai classes of
metrics, eliminate the b field a Ia Kato Ogawaf2°J-f5l introduce a source n,ji coupled
to the s-variation of the antighost, and recover a Slavnov identity a la Zinn Justin
(C.Becchi, private communication).
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Sinv + Sgf

dzAdz .
- ^ - b z z 0 ? - \idz + dz\x)e + ce.

( 2 6 ) * )

Here the ghost Cz is related to the diffeomorphism ghost % = {%z,%z) through

z 1
Cz = % + H ^ &C.C. ( 2 7 )

and the Slavnov symmetry associated with diffeomorphisms reads

scz =czazcz &C.C.
or sÇ = ({j.3)Ç

su=a^c2+czazn - n a2c
z

sb z z = 0 (28)

The corresponding Slavnov identity defines the current algebra for the two

components 0Z Z , ©zz of the stress energy tensor, whose correlation functions are

obtained through functional différenciation with respect to u,,JI.

The conformai properties of the system are furthermore characterized by a

set of Ward identities which assign conformai weights 0, - 1 , +2 to X, Cz, bzz,

namely, the action is invariant under the following action of diffeomorphisms") :

) X
= 9 Z
def z z

(A = X + \iX )

6\CZ = (X.3)CZ -

*) Note that the geometrical nature of the antighosts bzz, bzz is related to that of the
gauge function as mentioned in 11.1.
" ) L Baulieu, M. Bellon[20H2i] have found another action of diffeomorphisms
which leaves S invariant but does not apply to more general conformai models
involving Thirring like couplings.
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The action defines Feynman rules which entails factorization of the Green functions

into factors involving z indices alone, and factors involving T indices alone. The

anomalies are easily computed and of course found to be proportional to D-26*).

As a side remain, transformations (29) apply to any conformai model i.e.

Lagrangian model which one can couple to a conformai class of metrics - or complex

structure - represented by u. : for a field cpqq with conformai weights q,q one finds

6x9qq = [ft.3) + q ( d / + \idXZ) +qQk +TIa-/)] cpqq

which checks with eq.(29) for(q,q)= (0,0), (-1,0), (+2,0)i& c.c. for X1 Cz, bz2.

The whole scheme can be extended to include the Noether current algebra of

the Slavnov symmetry!21 L Just as in the Yang Mills case the anomaly is rigidly tied

up with the "holomorphy anomaly" (« D-26) and yields a local analog of the Kato

Ogawa nilpotency anomaly for the charge.

Another similarity with the Yang Mills case is the form of the Slavnov

identity: introducing

Ssource= * S X + « S CZ + CC.

( 3 1 )

we have for

Stot= Sinv + Sgf + Ssource

_ , S ÔS 5S 5S SS 6S )
7— + + — • — + c e = O.

ISXôX 5«SCZ Sb22Sp, J
( 3 2 )

*) Their algebraic form reads ~

dzAdzf z 3 3 z z z "I
- ^ - [ A 3zu. - JiB2A + R(A dz\i - ^3zA )J + c.c

where R is a projective connectiont30].
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The last term may be interpreted in two ways: the invariance of S under (28), which

is nilpotent, or under

s'u = 0
OS

& c.c. ( 3 3 )

s ' b - = TT = 0Zz

which is only nilpotent modulo the ghost equations of motion!5]. The existence of the

Slavnov identity can be however most simply obtained via the existence of the

nilpotent transformation (28).

A last remark is in order : the conformai structure of the model is obtained at

the expense of having chosen a gauge function which is not in general a good gauge

function - unless there is only one orbit of |i's under diffeomorphisms. For instance,

if Z is a compact Riemann surface of genus g > 1, there are 3g-g zero modes for bzz

to be gauge fixed [the analogue of the Gribov horizon in the Y.M. case]. We shall

return to this problem in section III.

III. THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF LOCAL ANOMALIES

We have mentioned in section Il the possible occurence at the quantum level of

local anomalies fulfilling the proper Wess Zumino consistency condition, and

mentioned that only the dual Lie algebra part of the Slavnov symmetry was involved.

In the Yang Mills case, the -5 operation when restricted to a and co reduces!22) to

the coboundary operator defining the local cohomology of the gauge Lie algebra with

values in the algebra of local functionals of a.

This allows to give compact formulae for the Adler Bardeen anomalies derived

e.g. in ref. [16] and this has turned into a small industry a few years agol23!. This is

a subject of its own for which we have indicated^23! a few references which allow to

trace back most of the literature. The temperature has now decreased on this topic,

but there is still one interesting mathematical problem to be settled. There are in

fact two theories of anomalies. An algebraic one, the "local" theory sketched out here,

which reduces the problem in each model to computing a set of numerical

coefficients, but in particular does not explain the rationality of various coefficients

at the one loop level, a property which is stable thanks to the non renormalizability
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theorems à la Bardeen. Nor does it give any clue to why it only occurs when chiral

fields are involved. But this explains n° -» 2y.

On the other hand, there is the topological theory!2 3 ! !2 4 ] due to Atiyah Bott

Singer Guillen and others, which is purely euclidean as it deals with the Index of

families of elliptic operators and relates anomalies to de Rham cohomology classes of

e.g. gauge groups. The puzzle is that the local anomaly responsible for n° -> 2y

corresponds to a trivial de Rham cohomology class, a fact which was known to

p h y s i c i s t s ! 2 5 ! . This phenomenon presumably also happens in the case of

gravitational anomalies. This situation raises an interesting mathematical problem :

can one construct an Index theory in terms of local cohomology classes "on the

fibers"?

Besides, on the local side, there is still much to be done. Work is still in

progress!26! and progress is definitely needed.

IV. LESSONS TO BE DRAWN

The examples of section Il pose the problem of quantizing a degenerate

classical action. This means that S(cp), q> = {<p'}, is invariant under some

transformations

( 3 4 )

where P((p,co) is linear in © = {coa}. We are mostly concerned with local actions and

local transformations. Note that any action is invariant under uninteresting

transformations

i HSS
5(p = M I J — :

5(P ( 3 5 )

where M'i is a (graded) symmetric kernel. If the transformations (34) are

integrable i.e. express différenciation along the leaves of a foliation in field space,

they give rise to a nilpotent Slavnov symmetry s which is nothing but

différenciation along the leaves. By a formal Frobenius property, if the operations

So are in involution, namely
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•

s
s

9—. 8
S

S(p
= 8 (p —

(36 )

with f antisymmetric in co, arç, there will be a foliation, locally and therefore an S

operation*):

s(p = P((p,(B)
1

SCO = f(CO,CO,(p)
2 ( 3 7 )

s2 = O is a consequence of the Jacobi identity.

This situation occurs not only when a Lie algebra is involved but for instance

genuinely to define cr-modelst27! where one has to express that splitting the field into

a background and fluctuations is invariant under an infinitesimal change of the

background and an adequately corresponding change cf the fluctuating part.

A more general situation which occurs frequently, and which we have already

met is when closure of the algebra - i.e. nilpotency of the s operation - is only

fulfilled modulo the equations of motion i.e. the "uninteresting" operations of

eq.(35). This occurs in supergravity where closure can be achieved in a variety of

ways via the introduction of either of several possible sets of auxiliary fields!28!.

Once closure is achieved gauge fixing can be performed by introducing multiplier

fields and antighosts, after choosing a gauge function.

A large amount of work has been performed on the general problem!29!.

My present understanding is limited and not quite in agreement with the

published literature (mostly the articles by LA. Batalin, G.A. Vilkovisky). It relies

on unpublished work by M. Tonin, and generalizes the Yang Mills case treated à Ia

Zinn Justint14! (eq.16) and the case of the string as treated by C. Beech il2 0 I

(eq.32). One assumes s given by eq.(37) with s2 - O only modulo the irrelevant

transformations eq.(35). One introduces sources <D, ft coupled to sq>, so. One may

first look for an action S((p,o);<l>,£2) fulfilling

*) By abuse of notation we denote by co the
transformations parametrized by co.

ghost corresponding to the infinitesimal
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1 OS OS SS SS
-=5- [S,SJ = + = 0 .2 J 8cp8O ScoSQ

( 3 8 )

Or one may directly look for S((p,<D,<o;<i>Q£2) such that

1 ÔS ÔS ÔS 5S SS SS
-s- [S,S] s + + _ _ = o .
2 "* " 8<p SO S o SQ SQ Sco

( 3 9 )

S has zero ghost number (= #co - #o> - #<& - 2#Q). The notation [S_,SJ refers to the

graded Lie bracket of the vector fields

SS 8 SS S SS 8 SS SS SS 5 SS S

*
( 4 0 )

" JScpSO SOScp ScoSQ SQSco 5HoS 5œSâ '

One solves eq.(39) for local functionals with the boundary conditions imposed
by the data S(q>), scp, sco. This fixes the Feynman rules for the quantum fields q>, to,
S, in presence of the classical fields <&, Q, Q. One then has to study the quantum
extensions r fulfilling (40), or the occurence of anomalies. Note that the defining
equation for S is invariant under the restricted canonical transformations - which
do not alter the quantized fields -

((p,co,êo) - » ((p,co,co)
SY 8 Y - S Y

> (d> + _ , î 2 + — ,Q + - J )
S(p SO) SCO ( 4 1 )

where % is an odd generating function which only depends on (<p, ta, S). This

reflects the freedom in the choice of gauge functions. Besides locality, power

counting restricts this construction. Since the b-field is absent from this scheme,

there does not appear to be a transparent algebraization of the asymptotic theory -

when it exists, but one may try to construct the current algebra for a Noether

current. Observables may be defined in the zero ghost number sector either by the

local cohomology of & or by the local cohomology of £. modulo d (d being the

exterior derivative). In the Yang Mills case, the first local cohomology is non empty

and defines "gauge invariant operators". In the string case - presumably in all cases
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where diffeomorphisms are involved - the physics is presumably concentrated in the

local cohomology of S mod d, which yields integrated observables. This has to be

studied in each case and is really the most important point.

There is one last amusing example with which this section will be concluded:

in the treatment of the bosonic string in the conformai gauge, I mentioned the global

zero mode problem which occurs because of the bad choice of the gauge function.

The ghost action

dzAdz 77 » dzAcfz

H b(3 z a 3 / )S 1 . _

8" I 2i

( 4 2 )

is invariant under

3S;3 »
bzz ~* bzz + ^bzz ^bzz = S ci 0

i-1 ( 4 3 )

wher9 the <)>'' are solution of

i.e. the <t>i>s correspond to holomorphic quadratic differentials for the complex

structure defined by u.. The question is to extend the s operation eq.(28) in order to

take these zero modes into account. One may try

Sb22 = S Ci ((̂  ( 45 )

but <t>i depends on u. and there is no way to achieve s2bzz - 0. A nilpotent s operation

can be constructed by noticing that there are also fermionic zero modes s<t>i. The

following s operation is nilpotent:

s bzz = S Ci $ + di s $

sdi = - c i SCi = O ! ( 4 6 )

It is not quite clear whether it is reasonable to use (46) as a basis for gauge fixing.

To conclude, I would say that not much is known about situations where a non

involutive distribution is involved, e.g. can it be viewed as the restriction of an
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involutive one? (The auxiliary field problem). Further knowledge is clearly

needed!
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